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Lesson 

Question
?

Warm-Up Trapezoids and Kites

Lesson Goals

W
K2 Words to Know

Write the letter of the definition next to the matching word as you work through the 

lesson. You may use the glossary to help you.

Analyze                                       that are not parallelograms.

Apply properties of                 

to solve problems. 

Apply properties of                   to 

solve problems.

A. a trapezoid in which the nonparallel sides 

are congruent

B. a quadrilateral in which two pairs of 

adjacent sides are congruent and 

opposite sides are not congruent

C. a quadrilateral with exactly one pair of 

parallel opposite sides

D. the segment joining nonconsecutive 

vertices in a polygon

_____ isosceles trapezoid

_____ diagonal

_____ kite

_____ trapezoid
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Warm-Up

Properties of Parallelograms

Quadrilaterals are                  -sided 

polygons. 

The sum of the interior angles is 

degrees.

Trapezoids and Kites

C

A

D

BI

J

K

L

Parallelograms are quadrilaterals that 

have two pairs of                         sides.

But there are other properties of 

parallelograms as well, such as 

angles and opposite

sides being                                .
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Properties of Trapezoids

If there is only                         of opposite sides that are parallel, then the 

quadrilateral is a trapezoid.

Trapezoids and Kites

C
B

A D

bases

• The bases would be AD and BC, because they are                        sides. 

• The legs would be AB and DC, because these are the nonparallel sides.

• All                            would be the exact same length, because they are 

segments that are extending from parallel sides.
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Types of Trapezoids

If a trapezoid’s                                sides are congruent, then it is an isosceles 

trapezoid.

Trapezoids and Kites

Isosceles Right

W

Y

Z

X

DA

B CG

E H

F

• legs

• congruent legs but not 

congruent  

• two                   angles

• The two right angles 

are not base angle 

pairs.

• no pair of sides that 

are of equal 
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Base Angles of a Trapezoid

Base angles theorem: If a                              is isosceles, then its                   

angles are congruent.

Trapezoids and Kites

DA

B C

base

• We know that angles A and    are base angle pairs, so we know they’re 

congruent. 

• Angles B and C are also base angle pairs, so they will also be congruent.
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Sufficient base angles theorem: If a trapezoid has one pair of congruent

angles, then it is isosceles.

Trapezoids and Kites

• If we know, for example, that angle E is congruent to angle H, then we can 

conclude that we have an                             trapezoid. 

• And if we know that angle F is congruent to angle           , we can conclude the 

trapezoid is isosceles as well.

4
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Instruction Trapezoids and Kites

Given: EFGH is a trapezoid; E ≅H
Prove: FE ≅ GH

5

Slide

Proving a Trapezoid is Isosceles

D
B

G

E
H

F

Statements Reasons

1. EFGH is a 

2. E ≅H

3. construct                          FB and GD

4. FB GD

5. FBE and  are right angles

6. FBE ≅ GDH

7. FBE ≅GDH

8. FE ≅

1. given

2.

3. unique line postulate

4. ⊥ distance between ‖ lines

5. def. of altitude

6. All                  angles are congruent

7. 

8. CPCTC
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Trapezoids and Kites

Finding Angle Measures of an Isosceles Trapezoid

Sufficient base angles theorem: If a trapezoid has one pair of congruent 

base angles, then it is                            .

Label the missing angle measures. 

Suppose we knew that the 𝑚∠E = 52°.

Because angles E and H are 

congruent, the measure of ∠H would 

also be 52°.

256° ÷ 2 = 128°

G

E
H

F

Diagonals of Isosceles Trapezoids8

Isosceles trapezoid diagonal theorem: A trapezoid is isosceles if and only if its 

are congruent.

A D

B C

• If we know that our trapezoid is                           , then the diagonals will be 

congruent. 

• If we knew in a trapezoid the diagonals were                               , then we know 

the trapezoid itself is isosceles.

° − 104° = 256°

6

128°

52°
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Trapezoids and Kites

Properties of Kites

A quadrilateral in which two pairs of adjacent sides are congruent and 

opposite sides are not congruent is called a                .

W

X

Z

Y

It has different properties than all the other quadrilaterals that we’ve seen. 

• Kites have two pair of congruent or adjacent . 

• WX ≅ WZ: These are two sides that are . 

•

• Kites also have one set of angles that are formed 

by the noncongruent sides.

• Angle X is congruent to angle .

XY ≅
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Trapezoids and Kites

Analyzing the Diagonals of a Kite

Kite diagonal theorem: The                             of a kite are perpendicular.

• If we draw diagonal BD, we create two 

congruent triangles, BAD as well as BCD. 

• If we draw our second diagonal, AC, the 

theorem tells us that AC is 

to BD.

• The diagonal that connects the congruent 

opposite angles is bisected by the diagonal 

connecting the noncongruent opposite 

angles.

C

B

A

D

Proving the Diagonals of Kites Are Perpendicular

Given: ABCD is a kite. 

Prove: AC ⊥ BD

E

C

B

A

D

14
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Trapezoids and Kites

Statements Reasons

1. ABCD is a kite

2. AB ≅ BC

3. AD ≅

4. BD ≅ BD

5. BDA                BDC

6. ABD ≅

7.  BE ≅

8. BEA ≅BEC

9. BEA ≅

10. m

11. BEA and BEC are a linear pair.

12. mBEA + mBEC = °

13. mBEC + m

14. 2(mBEC) = 180°

15. mBEC = °

16. mBEA = 90°

17. AC BD

1.              

2. def. of                      

3. def. of kite

4.                           property

5. SSS 

6. CPCTC

7. reflexive property

8.  

9. CPCTC

10. def. congruent

11. def. of                     pair

12. angle addition postulate

13. substitution property

14. Addition

15. division property

16. substitution property

17. def. of perpendicular





= mBEC

= 180°
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Summary

Lesson 

Question
?

Answer

What are the properties of special quadrilaterals that are not 

parallelograms?

Review: Key Concepts

Slide

2

Trapezoids

• Quadrilaterals with                   

bases and nonparallel legs

• Isosceles  

• Congruent                 , 

pairs of base angles, and 

diagonals

Trapezoids and Kites

• Quadrilateral with 

adjacent sides

• diagonals

• Congruent angles formed by 

noncongruent

Y

W

X

Z

G

E
H

F
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Use this space to write any questions or thoughts about this lesson.

Summary Trapezoids and Kites


